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Set top box remote app

This app is only available in the App Store for iPhone, iPad, and Apple Watch. Turn your iPhone or iPad into the most powerful remote to control your home devices. Download or create beautiful remote controls so you don't have to look for your plastics around the house. You can forget about switching to separate apps for each of your smart devices.
Control your TV, DVD or BluRay Player, Set Top Box, Audio System, Air Conditioning, Media Player and many more, all using our beautifully designed and easy-to-use smart remote app. From a simple TV remote to a complex universal remote control that controls absolutely everything in your home, AnyMote can make your smart home easier to control. We
are committed to continuously providing remote controls for intelligent devices controlled either via IR commands or over the WiFi network.• SMART REMOTES: Create individual remote controls to have commands from all your devices.• MACROS: Chain commands and have them run in sequence (Movie Mode, Custom TV channels, Light patterns–sky's
limit)• AUTOMATED TASKS: Set commands to run automatically by the app based on certain factors (Sunset/Sunrise, Timer) • TODAY WIDGET: A special remote control found in your notifications today so you can run the most commonly used commands without opening the app • SIRI: Use Siri Shortcuts to run commands via AnyMote• VOICE CONTROL
: Use your voice to execute commands through AnyMote. No external device is needed!• WATCH APP: Your favorite remotes on your wrist so you don't have to unlock your phone.• GESTURES: Use this section of the app without any distraction using gestures like tap, swipe and rotate for commonly used commands.• EDIT: AnyMote has a powerful remote
editor that allows you to customize each remote control to be yours. Infrared (IR) Remotes: Control more than one million devices via infrared (you need an AnyMote Home IR hub, a Broadlink RM, or Global Cache iTach for this functionality). Make those smart devices by combining remotes into a single universal remote control, establishing automated tasks
or creating complex commands composed of simple scripts through the use of Macros.We support more than 99% of all brands in the world with devices like TVs, Set Top Boxes, Air Conditioning, Video Game Consoles, Media Players that can be controlled via Infrared.WiFi Remotes: With more and more devices supported each month, AnyMote allows you
to control lighting, audio, video, electrical appliances in your home using a single app.• Light: Control your Philips Hue, LIFX, LED without LED without lighting, audio, video, electrical appliances in your home using a single app.• Light: Control your Philips Hue, LIFX, LED without LED without MiLight, Belkin, Insteon Lights' Brightness, Color, Power Status •
Smart TV: Control your Samsung, LG, LG with WebOS, Sony (except Android TV), Sharp, Panasonic, Philips, Vizio (SmartCast™) Smart TV sets including support for text input, applications, channels, inputs• Set Top Box: DirecTV, Onkyo, Amiko, TiVo• Power Sockets: Belkin, Orvibo, TP-Link HS100/HS110• Media Players: Roku, Plex, WDTV Live, Fire TV,
Boxee, Kodi/XBMC, VLC• Sound systems: Yamaha RX-V, Denon ReceiversNn't need any external devices to control them, but for some of them you need to be connected to the WiFi network to send commands.---Be a AnyMote Home IR hub, a Broadlink RM or Global Cache iTach to control older IR devices. This is not required for WiFi devices. Please
contact us if you are having any problems using the app. We do our best to make everyone use our app happily. You can use the in-app feedback form to send us comments of any kind, We take each one into consideration.• Send us an email if you are having problems/questions: ios@colortiger.com• Follow us on Twitter: @anymote and tweet your
comments• Like our Facebook page: or send us a message there • Check out our Tutorials: �� Read our blog: AnyMote now has Siri shortcuts! We also fixed some issues and made sure things work smoothly. I have this application to control my Yamaha RX-A840- B8280F amplifier which also controls my Epson Home Theatre. After testing multiple remote
applications this is the only one that works. It also allows me to switch between my four HDMI cables that control my TV/DVD player, Apple TV, Xbox 360 and my Playstation 4. As this remote control app uses WiFi it does not use a direct line of sight which is great as my computer is located behind me. Bought this 12 months ago. They have combined 4
remote controls into 1 screen as a custom remote control, and have saved 6 remotes individually. No more worn buttons. A good buy. I downloaded the app and easily set up the WiFi connected TV. Then, when I went to connect the satellite subscription service (Foxtel, where the remote control is Bluetooth), I was greeted with a page informing me that the
free version only allowed 1 device and adding more would cost AUD$10 to buy the program. If this had been said in the description, I probably would have paid in advance. However, I don't like being a victim of 'click bait', so I uninstalled the app immediately. Now I'm reviewing another app. The developer, Color Tiger, has not provided details about its privacy
practices and data handling to Apple. For more information, see the developer's privacy policy. The developer will need to provide privacy details when submitting their next app update. App support privacy policy of the developers' website we all know that there is an app for that when it comes to modern smartphones, but have you using your smartphone as
a remote control for your TV or home entertainment system? There are quite a few mobile apps out there that promise to replace your remote, but these are what we think are the best remote TV apps available today. A note on phones with IR Remote Blasters There is a large division in the world of remote TV applications and that is whether you make use of
infrared signals or not. Almost all TVs use infrared sensors to communicate with their remote controls. Which means yes to use an app to control that TV, you need a model that has the ability to send IR signals. This is becoming a pretty rare feature on modern phones. One you won't even find on the flagship phones of phone manufacturers like Samsung. If
your smart TV can also accept remote commands via WiFi or Bluetooth, then it can work with a phone that doesn't have an IR blaster. However, you will need to check this on a case-by-case basis. A much more practical solution is to use a device like an Android TV or Apple TV, which can be controlled through an app. With HDCP, that device can also
control the TV. Turning on and off, changing its volume and more. If you really want to use your phone as a universal remote control and have devices that will only work with infrared, you can buy an IR blaster and connect it to compatible phones. It is not an elegant solution at all, especially not for your main phone. However, if you have an old smartphone
that no one uses, this is actually a great solution as it can only leave the IR blaster permanently connected. Another alternative is to use a WiFi to IR converter. This is a device that talks to a smart app, receives its commands over the network and then generates IR signals. This is a good solution if you want multiple people to use their phones to control
devices or if you want to use your main phone, sans IR blaster, to control all IR equipment in your home entertainment system. Official Smart TV apps Many smart TV brands offer internal solutions to use your phone as a remote control. Whether this is possible (or works well) depends entirely on the phone brand you have. Since there are hundreds of
brands, we can't list them all, but companies like Sony, Samsung and LG have remote control apps for their various TVs and sometimes even other devices that you can use alongside them, such as soundbars and AV receivers. It is always worth checking if there is an official remote TV app first. At a minimum you can compare the official solution with any
third-party application. As a reference point for which it is best. It is also much less likely that a future app update will suddenly break compatibility with your devices. Official ir blaster phone apps The Huawei P30 Pro includes an IR Blaster as a feature. If you have a phone with a built-in IR blaster, it is almost certainly an official app from your phone
manufacturer for remote control functionality. You should check if the app is preloaded on your phone or available in an app store as a free download. Remember that some phone manufacturers also your own app stores in addition to the Play Store (or instead) so also check there for value-added software. Using the app that is designed to work with your
phone has the advantage of being generally the most reliable option. Obviously, how good individual applications are will depend on their own individual merits. App-specific remote controls Another wrinkle on smart TV History of the app is the existence of smartphone apps that can control smart TV apps. The best example is YouTube. Let's say, for the sake
of argument, you have a smart TV with the YouTube app on it as well as your phone. If you're signed in to YouTube on both your phone and smart TV, you can search, play, and control content with the phone app. This is especially useful for text searches and using more advanced YouTube features. If your smart TV has an app that is also available on your
phone, it's worth checking if developers offer any kind of remote control interaction between the two. Official Set-Top Box apps As you can see, we are not talking about any specific app here. Most smart TV devices from major brands have their own internal remote control app. They vary in quality, but all allow you to control the smart TV device and are
guaranteed to work perfectly with it, as the app is written by the same people who do the hardware. An excellent example is the Apple TV remote app. There are also third-party apps for many of these devices, in case you don't like the official vanilla apps. However, all bets are void if you use a third-party solution. Note that if your smart device and TV support
it, these apps will also allow you to control your TV. Replacing the need for dedicated remote control. At least to a certain extent. AnyMote Universal (Android &amp; iOS) Anymote is one of the best universal remote control apps we've ever used. Supports infrared and WiFi based device control. This is good since the Galaxy Note 10+ we have tested this
app on does not have a remote IR blaster. However, the app immediately detected the Samsung Smart TV on the same WiFi network. It can also act as a remote control for a long list of smart devices and apps, including acting as an iTunes remote control and a VLC media player remote control. You can use the basic features of the ad-supported app, but to
unlock its full potential you'll have to pay. That or buy anyMote hardware, but your devices have been discontinued. Also, be sure to carefully check the list of devices that aren't supported by the app in the app description. Lean Remote (Android &amp; iOS) Lean Remote is another app with a strong focus on infrared remote control. You can control
everything from air conditioning to smart set-top boxes with it. Developers present the app as a collection discrete remote controls. Including remote controls for Roku and Android TV devices. Sony and LG TVs as well as Chromecast devices are also included. Lean have separated the WiFi and IR remotes from each other into different sections, so it's easy
to keep everything straight. The interface is also clear and quite easy to use. It may not be the most polished interface, but when all you want is to find the right buttons quickly, this approach has a lot to do. Unified TV unified TV is not a free tv remote app, but it's also pretty cheap and developers apparently don't have any problems users who find it does not
work with their phones. In any case, it is only about a dollar and if it works for you it is worth much more than the sale price. There are more than 80 device-specific remotes on offer here. The apps are compatible with a good number of phones with built-in IR blasters, as well as two specific IR WiFi blasters. Before you purchase the app, make sure that the
brands or devices you have appear on the compatible hardware. Like many other remotes of its kind, the actual remote interface is quite minimal, but if you are using devices officially compatible with it, Unified seems to offer one of the most fluid experiences. That is, judging by user comments and comments. Twinone Universal TV Remote (Android)
Twinone Universal Remote is completely free and, although it uses ads, it doesn't implement them in an annoying way, such as full-screen ads that get in the way of using real remotes. The number of remote controls in the file seems quite formidable, but this app only supports IR blasters. This limits which phones it will work for. Most people seem to be quite
successful with the Twinone app and if no other app has remote controls that work it's definitely worth a try. Unified Remote Control (Android) This latest remote control app should, strictly speaking, not be on this list at all. It is not an application to control the TV or smart TV. Instead, it is an application that acts as a remote control for your PC. The reason
we've crossed out this remote TV app here is because there are a lot of people out there who have a laptop or home theater computer connected to their TVs. Unified remote control allows you to take control of those computers without the need for a bulky mouse and keyboard. It also has specialized remote controls for common applications such as Plex,
VLC, Spotify, iTunes and Google Music. If you have devices that need to go the HTPC route, Unified is an essential application to have. have.
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